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Abstract The adaptive regularization method is first proposed by Ryzhikov et a1．in[6]for the deconvolution 

in elimination of multiples which appear frequently in geoscience and remote sensing They have done experi— 

IIlents to show that this method is very effective．This method is better than the Tikhonov regularization in the 

sense that it is adaptive，i．e．，it automatically eliminates the small eigenvalues of the operator when the operator 

is near singular．In this paper，we give theoretical analysis about the adaptive regularization．We introduce an 

a priori strategy and an a poster。iori strategy for choosing the regularization parameter，and prove regularities 

of tile adaptive regularization for both strategies．For tile former，we show that the order of the convergence 

rate can approach O( l )for some 0< <1，while for the latter，the order of the convergence rate can 
Z } 

be at most O( ll 干T)for some 0<L，<1． 

Keywords Ill—posed problems，adaptive regularization，convergence，regularity 
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1 Introduction 

In remote sensing and geoscience，we are usually required to remove the effects of the unwanted 

signatures．This is related to a decovolution process of the time series(see I2,4，5，7，9】)．For a 
stationary time series，the traditional method is the W iener filter． However，in many cases， 

the records of a time series are highly non—stationary so the W iener filter is not so effective 

for reducing instability． Regularization methods have been proved to be a useful too1 for 

suppressing instability(see【1,8，10])．In principle，the deconvolution problem can be considered 
38 a solution of discrete first kind Volterra equation，which is usually solved by regularization． 

Let us consider a linear system 

d=Wr+佗， (1) 

where W  is a linear operator．r is the input vector and d is the output vector．n is a random 

vector often containing noise or error．Our purpose is to minimize the noise or error，i．e．， 

2
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which is equivalent to find a vector such that 

：= nT他
= (d—Wr)T(d— r)一 min 

Let V = 0．W e have 
T 7，

一  d： 0 

The above equation can be written aS an algebraic equation 

r一 = 0 

Y．F．Wang Q．H．Ma 

where = W  is the Fisher matrix or operator and F= Td
． 

(4)iS ill-posed in the sense that there exist an infinite number of r such that r ≈ 0． 

hence (r+r) r．Therefore，in computing，the probability of finding r+r (instead of 
r)by a computer is 1 almost everywhere．Moreover， is an ill—conditioned operator，so(4) 
is sensitive to noise．Small perturbations of the data d may 1cad to significant transfer of the 

error，so instability occurs． 

A proper way to overcome the instability is by the regularization methods． Tikhonov 

regularization is the well—known one[ 
． According to this idea，we add a penalty to and have 

= +△ = T他+ rTHr 

where H > 0 is a positive definite matrix．oz> 0 is the so-called regularization parameter 

Differentiating(5)with respect to 7 ，we obtain the discrete Euler equation 

f +aH)r= 

Different H leads to difie．rent smoothness of solutions．Clearly,if we choose H = I．I is the iden— 

tity matrix，then f6)is the standard Tikhonov regularizadon．Ryzhikov and Biryulina[6J chose 

H = 一 and called the corresponding method adaptive regularization．They had done exper． 

iments to show that the adaptive regularization was much better than tile standard Tikhonov 

regularization．、ve will give a theoretical analysis of their method and pl-ove that the adaptive 

regularization can approach asymptotical optimality． 

Wle note that the method of Ryzhikov and Bivyulina is formulated in finite spaces． In 

this paper，we extend their method to infinite spaces and give a theoretical analysis on the 

convergence and optimality of the adaptive regularization．_Ib be consistent we use the same 

notation，i．e．，f 1)is reformulated in an infinite space， 

W ：宠 —_÷D， = d 

where冗 and．D are both Hilbert spaces which denote tile input space f parameter space1 and 

output space(observation space)respectively，dn：= dtruc+n．In the following，all of the 
equations(2)(6)refer to the formulation in infinite spaces．Accordingly，the transpose is 

replaced by adjoint，i．e．， is replaced by ，so to others．Al1 of the norms used in the 

following paragraph are L norm．The following definition is about the spectrum of the adjoint 
operator ．which will be used in later sections． 

Definition 1_1⋯
． For any A，let EA be an orthogonal projection operator onto 

：=span{uk：k∈N， <A}(+Null(G)，t厂A>0) 

where{ ；“ }i．s the eigensystem of and let u8 define 
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凡，r a given map f，We d ne 

．厂( ) ll。 ／．厂 (A)dlIE lI 
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The paper is O1’ganized a8 follows．In Section 2，we anMyze the convergence pl‘operties of 

the adaptive regularization method when the observation data dn is error—freej i．e．j dn兰 dtrIle． 

In Section 3，the optimality results are obtained under an a priori choice of the regularization 

paraiIleter oL．In Section 4，the optimality results are obtained under an a posteriori choice of 

the regularization parameter OL．Finally in Section 5，some concluding remarks are given． 

2 ConVergence of the Adaptive Regularization M ethod 

First，we introduce the concept of the adaptive regularization．The adaptive regularization 

method is defined as follows。Choosing H= -1 in Euler equation(6)(here we assun]e that 
the inverse of exists)，we have 

f +aI)r= (8) 

Define the filter operator R a d p ( )=a(a + ) and denote the solution of(8)as rn ．Then 
rn can be expressed as 

= R p ( ) 

In the ideal c&se，we can drop the noise礼in(1) true solution of(1)．In this case，the solution of and have dtrue= r+，where r十denotes the 

(8)becomes 

R pt( ) 。 

where～rtruc= W Tdtrue
． 

It is ea~sy to see that R pt( ) -1 8S 一0．Thus R p ( )is an approximation to 
the inverse of +Defining the Tikhonov filer operator aS R ( )=( + ) ，we have 

R ( )—  0， aS — 0 

R ( )—  ～， as — 0 

(11) 

(12) 

This indicates that if the operator is degenerated and has an eigenvalue being null then 

the adaptive inverse operator eliminates the null—space components．Therefore the adaptive 

regularization isbetter than the Tikhonov regularization． 

Lemm a 2．1． 

Proo~ 

Lemma 2．2． 

rl0一lr“ll =llR ( ) T(d—d 。)ll 

= ( R pt( )R pt(币) T(d—dtrue)，d—dt ) 

lIR pt( )R p ( ) TWIIIId—dtruelI 

ll(西 + )一 。 nll 

． 

r。：=R p ( )瓦me— }r+a8 — }0，where，r+is e truc solution 
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Proof． Assume that( vi；ai}is the singular system of W，that is 

Then 

Ui= GiVi W TV 0"iUt 

R p ( ) 。 =R p ( ) Tdt 。 
。。 

一 ∑ R ( )(dtrue~Vi)Ui 
==1 

oo 

= ∑盯 盯 R (cr )(dtrue~Vi)地 
i=1 

Note that AR p (A)__÷1 as oL 0，SO 

R ( ) r — ∑ (dtrue,vi) = +dt 。=r+ 
i一 1 

Theorem 2．3． 玎 ：= (n)__÷0 and 

Y．F．Wang Q H Ma 

一0 as lIn rI一0，then r嚣：=R p ( ) —r+ 

Proo~ W e have the~llowing estimate from Lemma 2
．1 and Lemma 2．2 that 

Since (n)— 0 and 
r __÷ r+

． 

Remark 2．4． 

(n)一 0 and 

as long as (n)= 

r 一r+ll llr 一r“ll+llr r+ 

+litc~ r+II 一 4 。 

_0 as lInll__÷0，hence IIr 一r+ll__÷0(from Lemma 2．2)．Thus 

It is well-known that the Tikhonov regularization method is convergent aF, 

__÷0(as IInll 0)and that the adaptive regularization method is convergent 

IInll ， <4 

3 Regularity under an n P̂ D— Strategy 

In this section we analyze the regularity of the adaptive regularization method
． First we have 

the following lemma． 

Lemma 3．1． Assume that r+≠0．Thenfor IInlI>0 there exists a(n)such that 

r 一r+ll=IInll／~  

／n addition， (n)is strictly monotonically increasing and continuous with 

lim (n1=0 
nlf— ’O 

Proo~ Noting that W r+= dtrue，we have 

im (n)=。。 
n ll— (X3 

r — r+
= 一  ( 2 4- ，)一 7 + 

(13) 
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By Definition 1。1，we denote Ea aS the spectral family of中
． Then 
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r~
-

r+II。： 。。 dIIE
a~+II。． 

DefiIliIlg 
一 。 

舳 )== dIIEar+II。一Ilnll。， 

and
，

notin
．g that +'∈Null(W)上and r+≠0，we then have ( )is monotonically increasing 

and contlnuollS wltil 

l
—

im
。 
( )=一 l 

。 一

lira
。。 
( )=o。． 

This completes the proof． 

If we further have some n priori knowledge of the solution
，say,r+∈Range(~5 )，0< <l， 

we have the following estimate of the order of convergence
。 

e 3-2．
．，

Assume that r+∈Rartge(q~ )，0< <1． dllEar川II=0(』 )，then 
+

～ r。ll=0( ；)． 

Proof { h ，f1 p a p 

—

r+ll Q2 
( + ) dllEar+ll。 

( -4- )0 

厂 dIIEa +ll。 厂 
‘±J0 J0 

Oz2 

( + 0)0 

dllEar+ll。十 

2 

(0+ 0)0 

2 

( +A2)0 dllEa~+ll。 

d『l 71+_l。≤ 'Fdll
Eax+ll。 

dll l。 dIlEar+II 

and dllEar+ =0( )，then 

r。～ ll=0( ) 

Note that in applications the data is usually contaminated by noise
． For exanlp1e，in re— 

mote sensing，the data obtained is usually perturbed due to long．term exposure through the 

atmosphere where turbulence in the atmosphere gives rise to random variations in the refractive 

index．Therefore，the data d contains noise
． Suppose the noise in d can be cOntrolled bv the 

noise level l_that is， 

fId～dt⋯ll 1． 

Then we can show that the adaptive regularization can really approach the regularity
。 

Theorem 3．3． Under the condition ol theorem 3．2．“Je haye 

sup{
。

in
)

f
。
IIr+一r ：lid dtrueII≤Ilnll}=o( 4v) 

Proof． Suppose 7’+≠0(the result is obvious aS r+ 

inequality，we can show that for all 0>0 and d，lId 

r"
-

r+II lit"-r+II+ ~~ l ln 

(14) 

2．1 and the triangle 

∞ 

_I _I 

a 
n 

r  m 

e  
L __二 

n 他 T̂ O <一 

、 J  
O  n 

t  ll d 
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Now let =n(n)be as in Lemma 3．I and deftne 

and n can be expressed as 

Hence from(15)we have 

=  ≠ 

n c 4
：  

n 

n=(1lnlle~ )4A1 

y．F．Wang Q．H．Ma 

鲫 fd-dtrueff< 圳 (『lra_r+l『+ 
：。( )=O(1lnII 4,“．+1。 )． 。 

4 Regularity under an B Pb 。一 Strategy 

(_n)：=sup{a>0：lid—Wr~ll 下IInl1) (16) 

with 7_> 1 being another parameter
． 

⋯

Den oting q~(A)=卜 A apt(A)，we find that q。(A) <1
，
where is the supremum of 

％(A)一we also note that q (A)一 0 as n_0．so 

d一 r =lid 
= ll( — E as n O 

wn。 e a small positive number
． This SHOWS that(16)carl be 8atisfied． I

n th (= bw唑we出Ow that the adaptive regularization method with the discrepancy p
． ，

rin ciple
．

as the 8topping rule can approach the regularity
．

The results re1y on the prop e rt⋯
y

‘

ofthe l uncti
on 

厶(A)：：Av+j1 q2。(A)
， 0< < 1． 

A easY calculati。n ghows that厶(A)can be maximized if and。n1y if A
： where 

A =( n){ 

with 4v+2
． S。the maximum vallle。f厶( )is 

with D = 
． 

Now we giv‘e the regularity result 

(A)= D n呈 

} )  

‰ M 

疵 慨 _耋州 

e t 哪 m 
e ～ e 帆 

m 

最 幽 ∞ 

m 扎 e b d C l f = 

咀 卅 啪㈤ 叫 

n ． 博 ， ． 

e ． 
n 

∞a -盆 n ， r．1 K n 玺=剐毫．籼 一 

¨= 印 锄 ㈣ 

<一 

硎 

+ 

凸= 
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Theorem 4．1． Assume that r+∈Range(~ )，0< <1． (礼)is chosen by the above 
discrepancy pvinciple，then 

llr嚣一r+ll=o(11nl1 ． (18) 

ProoF． Let 十=中 ， ∈Range(q) )，0< <1．Then by the triangular inequality 

l + r竺ll llr 一rall+llr 一r+ll1 (19) 

we need to estimate the upper bounds of 1 
By HSlder’S inequality，we have 

Recalling that 

r。
一 r+ll=ll( + ，) 。一7'+ll 

= ll(中。+ ，) r+一r+ll 
= ll中 q ( ) ll 

-

<llq。( ) ll耵I皿ll中{q ( ) Il 

= lIq ( ) ll而1 IIWr 一dr
,ruell 

( ll l1) lIWr 一dtrueIl 2v． (20) 

Wr。一dtruell=llW(r。一r )一(dt 。 d)+( r 一d)ll 
= ll R pt(中) T(d—dtrue)一(d—dt )+( r d)l1 

<llq。( )(d—dtrue)ll+ll r 一dll 

<
- 9％1l+丁 l 
= ( +丁)lInll， (21) 

we obtain 

llr。一r+ll ( ll l1)丽 (( +丁)llnl1)而  

o(1l ll而l llnll )． 

Now let =2a．By the discrepancy principle(16)，we have 

l ( T)dll=lId— r >~llnl1． 

By the above inequality and(20)，we have 

lIdt 。一 r ll 丁ll礼ll一911hil=(丁一9)llnll， 

where 7-一 > 0 since 7-> 1，0< < 1．Thus 

I1~11 lldtrue- —II= 1 {竹( T) 

By(17)，the above inequality gives 

Ilnll 跏  II． 

口I1~11一赤  ll赤  

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 
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where Ev T 8 is a constant with respect to v{T and 8 
Recalling Lemma 2．1，we have 

By(24)and(25)，we obtain that 

螺 一rall<丁~f27【I‰ ，卢) l南  鼎  

By(19)，(22)and(26)we obtain(18) 

5 Conclusion 

y．F．Wang．Q．H．Ma 

(25) 

(26) 

This paper establishes the convergence and regularity results of the adaptive regularization 

method． W_e find that for the a priori choice of the regularization parameter the rate of 

convergence iS Ofll几ll 1 for some 0< < 1．However for the a posterior choice of the 

regularization parameter ，the optimal convergence rate is 0( l旃 )．This indicates that， 
sometimes．if some a priori knowledge based information iS known in advance．then we can get 

better results．This phenomenon iS particular useful in remote sensing(see l31)．where the a 
priori information iS based on the historical data constraints on the solution．i．e．．the retrieved 

land surface parameters． Ryzhikov and Biryulina[6J pointed out that this method was very 

important in deconvolution problems which arised frequently in geophysical sciences． 
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